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Abstract
Chronic Endometritis(CE) refers to continuing inflammation within the endometrial lining that is secondary to bacterial
organisms. Reproductive failure has been associated with CE for labelling a diagnosis of plasma cells(PC) visualization within the
endometrial stroma is considered the criteria. The prevalence in infertile women especially those with recurrent implantation
failure(RIF) varies markedly. This discrepancy is there because of no diagnostic criteria that has been agreed upon. Here we have
carried out a systematic review to decide what should be the best diagnostic criteria, either on the basis of EB or hysteroscopy as per
the international committee on the hysteroscopy group or the newer data that suggests checking PC density(PCD) i n endometrial
biopsy (EB) samples based on presence of PC even in fertile women and using 95% of PCD in fertile women and utilization of next
generation sequencing of 16S ribosomal RNA subunit. Further utilization of antibiotics orally has been the conventionally used
methods of treating CE. But 2 groups have demonstrated good cure rate of CE following direct instillation of antibiotics/antibiotics
with dexamethasone in the uterine cavity that resulted in spontaneous conceptions which suggests intrauterine administration of
antibiotics once a diagnosis of CE has been made remains the best answer for RIF patients as seen with spontaneous conceptions
though more randomized trials are needed for the same.
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Introduction
Chronic Endometritis (CE) refers to continuing inflammation
within the endometrial lining that is secondary to bacterial
organisms. Reproductive failure has been associated with CE
[1-6]. For labelling a diagnosis of CE, plasma cells visualization
within the endometrial stroma is considered the criteria [6]. The
prevalence in infertile women especially those with recurrent
implantation failure (RIF) varies between 14%-58%[7]. Clinically
CE presents with very subtle symptoms or remains asymptomatic,
like dysfunctional uterine bleeding(DUB), pelvic discomfort,
leukorrhea and hence the reduced rate of getting diagnosed in
usual population. A method usually utilized for diagnosis remains
the histological examination of the endometrial biopsy (EB), that
is thought to be the golden standard diagnostic method by most
practitioners currently. But still it is not certain if CE therapy
increases live birth rates in the future assisted reproductive
Copyright © All rights are reserved by Kulvinder Kochar Kaur.

treatment(ART) cycles [8,9]. The marked difference observed
has been thought to be secondary to the varying methodologies
utilized for quantification of plasma cells. CD138+ plasma cells
from differing number of roughly decided high power fields (HPF)
or the whole biopsied specimen might be chosen by the researchers
[8]. Till date there is no acceptable diagnostic criteria by which one
can choose what exactly is the criteria with 7 of them being present,
of which most have been chosen randomly from the publications on
the prevalence of CE.

Method

We utilized a PubMed search engine to find the association
of chronic endometritis (CE) with recurrent implantation failure
(RIF) with the purpose of best diagnostic methodology and the way
it might get treated with the outcome being successful implantation
and natural conceptions following its treatment. Thus, the MeSH
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terms like CE, RIF, criteria of diagnosis of CE utilizing plasma cell
density in the endometrial stroma, utilization of next generation
sequenting 16S ribosomal RNA subunit, hysteroscopic diagnosis,
plasma cell density at 95% level of the fertile women

Results and Discussion

We got a total of 595 articles out of which we selected 53
articles for this minireview. No meta-analysis was done.

Newer Methods of Diagnosis

Hence Liu et al. [10] Established a novel way that includes
counting all CD138+ cells in the whole section, then try to get a
quantification of the area of tissue section scrutinized, and then
give the plasma cell density(PCD) in the form of cells per unit area.
For evaluation of the CD138+ cell counts, and the area sectioned a
computer software that had been well accepted for the evaluation
of scientific image (Image J; US, National Institute of Health] [11].
The correlation coefficients for the intra observer along with
interobserver of PCD with this novel way were much> in contrast

to the CD138+ cell counts every ten HPF in the usually utilized
approach. Importantly plasma cells were there even in women
having validated fertility. In view of this a refined threshold (PCD
more than 5.15 cells/10mm2 of endometrium, that represented 95th
percentile of the reference ranges from a fertile women population
[10]. Thus, very strict criteria were used in definition of CE in the
current study was utilized. Earlier utilizing microbial culture, the
following organisms like Enterococcus faecalis, Enterobacteriaceae,
streptococcus spp, staphylococcus spp, Gardnerella vaginalis,
mycoplasma spp, ureaplasma urealyticum, Neisseria gonorrhaeae,
Chlamydia trachomatis had been isolated from the endometrium
of CE women [12]. On the basis of species -particular quantitative
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) assay Moreno et al. [13], formed
a molecular diagnosis approach that would challenge 9 bacterial
species which had been picked up. From the results received
through 113 along with 65 women who had gone through qPCR
assays in addition to the 3 typical tests, respectively they showed
that these 9 qPCR assays had 77% accuracy for the classification
of 13 women having similar diagnostic outcomes of CE based on
the usual histology, hysteroscopy, and microbial culture tests. Thus
Liu et al. [14] Used endometrial biopsy along with uterine lavage
samples in this repeat study from 2018 in 2019, exactly 7 days
following the LH surge, at a time when one expects the embryonic
implantation, using PCD tested on the basis of Syndecan -1(CD
138)-positive cells in the full biopsy section along with culture
independent sequencing of the 16S ribosomal RNA gene done
utilizing all endometrial lavage samples(both CE and non CE). With
the strict diagnostic criterion, only 12 women (9%)had a diagnosis
of CE, in contrast to the much>amounts earlier reported in similar
women. Advantage of culture -independent sequencing was that a
good performance was obtained from their negative controls with
the problem of surrounding contamination overcome.
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The median relative excess of Lactobacillus was 1.89% and
80.7% in the CE and nonCE microbiotas respectively. Lactobacillus
Crispatus had low abundance in the CE microbial organisms (fold
change, range 2.10-2.30). 18 non-Lactobacillus taxa that had
Dialister, Bifidobacterium. Preveotella, Garnerella and Anarococcus
were higher in the CE microbes(fold change2, 10-18.9).Of which
Anaerococcus and Gardenerella negatively associated with the
relatively huge amounts of Lactobacillus. Thus, statistically
significant higher levels of 18 bacterial taxa in the endometrial
cavity was correlated in CE, which one doesn’t consider to be of any
surprise as similar report of >non-Lactobacillus species has been
documented by man y workers. As concluded by the investigators
themselves, next step needed is for evaluation of this subject; that
is conduct an intervention trial that is associated with clinical
outcomes. Though with the strict diagnostic criteria of CE utilized
in this study might have given a population that implicated a more
clinically effective diagnosis, more data is required regarding the
therapy of CE that was diagnosed using these criteria, in association
with the final clinical results .Hence further studies proposed are
randomization of patients with CE that are diagnosed using these
criteria to either treatment placebo group, and subsequent follow up
cure test for validating cure and ensuring resolution. It is essential
for checking cure as earlier certain studies that had checked for
treatment had not included this in their design, that has made their
outcomes getting queried. Further it will be important to blind the
ones performing this assessment of therapy to get more proof for
a successful therapy of CE. Though there is proof that 90% therapy
occurs utilizing a single step therapy with an antibiotic regimen [8],
it might be essential to demonstrate cure on application of these
strict criteria for diagnosing CE. Hence clinical effectiveness can be
only certified with the ultimate clinical outcomes of those getting
treatment vs comparison with untreated group. The randomization
is the key since various reported experiments, demonstrated that
therapy of CE might improve outcomes, randomized studies did not
reveal same outcome [15].

The human Microbiome Project demonstrated that 38% of
body weight was secondary to bacterial cells, which are at the same
numbers as the human somatic cells. These bacterial communities,
normally present in the body add to health, once their imbalance
occurs it causes different diseases [16]. In the premenopausal
women Lactobacillus species are the predominant species in the
vaginal cavity [17]. The functions of these Lactobacillus species
in vagina is to maintain along with achieve homeostatic levels
of the microbial organisms by decreasing the pH via forming
lactic acid .Simultaneously the human uterine cavity has been
thought to be germ free for long. But recent work has illustrated
that microbiota are there in the uterine cavity, mainly being
Lactobacillus -dominant [18,19]. Further it was shown that this
Lactobacillus -dominant (≥90%) microbes in the endometrial fluid
(EF) promoted embryo implantation in the next IVF-ET treatment
in infertile women. Conversely, non-Lactobacillus -dominant
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microbes have a correlation with negative reproductive result that
includes implantation failure and miscarriage [20], that promotes
the thought omit that endometrial microbial composition is crucial
to obtain a good embryo implantation.

RIF occurs in 15-20% of infertile couples going through IVFET treatment [21], Causes of RIF lie in abnormal embryonic factors
(e.g. chromosomal abnormalities, mitochondrial DNA quantity, and
oxidative stress) [22-24], abnormal endometrial receptivity(like
in hydrosalpinx, endometrial polyps, distorted uterine cavity and
CE [25-28] along with systemic factors (like thrombophilic and
immunological factors)[29,30]. In spite of increasing proof that
Lactobacillus species are necessary for the proper vaginal and
uterine cavity environments the association between vaginal
secretions(VS) microbes and the EF component within same
infertile persons are not clear. Thus, Kitaya et al. [2] Utilizing next
generation sequencing, tried to find the microbes in the EF and
VS in subjects of RIF. 28 subjects of RIF and 18 infertile women
undergoing 1st IVF-ET attempt (as control group) were included
in this study. On days 6-8 in the luteal phase of the natural, oocyte
pick up or hormone replacement cycle, the paired EF and VS
samples were taken in different containers. Genomic DNA that was
extracted was pyro sequenced for the V4 area of 16S ribosomal RNA
with the help of a next generation sequencer. Greater α-diversity
with wider bacterial species were observed in the EF microbes as
compared to the VS microbes both in the RIF and control groups.
The evaluation of the UniFrac distance matrices between EF and VS
also displayed significantly separate clustering. In addition, the EF
microbes, but not the VS microbes, exhibited significant differences
in community composition between the RIF group and the control
group. Burkholderia species were not found in the EF microbes of
any samples in controls but were found in one fourth of the RIF
group. This is the 1st study that has checked the microbes in paired
EF and VS samples in infertile women with RIF [31].

Cincinelli E et al. [21] Tried to form a consensus on the diagnostic
criteria of CE at hysteroscopy (HSC), and for examination of these
criteria determined in a randomized -controller observer study.
They conducted a systematic review of studies that had analyzed
the diagnostic perfection of HSC in CE diagnosis. Delphi agreement
on hysteroscopic diagnostic criteria for CE and randomized
-controlled observer study for checking that the diagnostic criteria
could be replicated. Experts from various countries participated
for developing the Delphi consensus or agreement. Doctors from
various countries participated in the observer study. Following
development of an agreement on the diagnostic criteria, the Delphi
poll made a questionnaire that consisted of 100 hysteroscopic
[pictures (50 from women having CE [domain 1]and 50 from
without [domain 2], with a single question /picture(Answer A:
suggestive of CE; Answer B:not suggestive of CE). Total of 200
physicians were sent invitations to participate in the observer
study. Prior to completing the questionnaire, physicians were
randomized to get a briefing of the diagnostic criteria (group A)
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or no such information (group B). The primary outcome consisted
of the questionnaire, scores for the 2 groups of observers. The
secondary outcome checked the interobserver approval of CE in
every group. 126 physicians finished the questionnaire (62 in
group A and 64 in group B). Observers from group A achieved >
total scores in contrast to group B (P<0.001), but not in domain 2
(P=0.975), Marked agreement was observed among observers in
group A(intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC0.78), while a fair
agreement was observed among observers in group B(ICC0.40).
Thus, concluding that this randomized -controller observer study
observed a positive impact of their criteria on physician’s capability
to recognize CE [31].

Other investigations in CE with RIF

Repeated implantation failure (RIF), by definition is the
absence of achievement of clinical pregnancy following transfer of
3 or > good quality embryos in women under 35yrs of age, and 4
or > good quality embryos in women ≥35yrs during fresh/frozen
embryo transfer (ET) cycles [32]. For proper implantation along
with pregnancy continuation a fine balance in pro along with
anti-inflammatory immune responses occurring at the maternal
immune surface are needed [33]. A complicated network of action
of endometrial cytokines along with chemokines bring about the
alterations in endometrial leukocyte populations, that have a big
part in the vascular remodeling along with angiogenesis [34]. But
CE causes changes in endometrial cytokines along with chemokines
formation, and result in endometrial dysfunction [35]. Additionally,
these alterations are correlated with anomalous patterns of
lymphocyte subsets and changes in the liberation of paracrine
substances. Thus, CE usually correlates with reduced endometrial
receptivity for invading embryos and thus recurrent pregnancy
losses [36]. In CE women, endometrial immune responses are
usually moved towards pro inflammatory profiles and hence are
not favorable with respect to the invading embryos [37]. Earlier,
reduction in expression of TGF-β and interleukin (IL)-10 that
is chiefly liberated by T -helper (Th)-2, Regulatory cells(Tregs)
or alternatively stimulated macrophage(M2), and enhanced
expression of IL-17 by Th 17 cells have been implicated in taking
part in maternal immune rejection of the fetus [38]. Thus, a
probable attack on the fetus by maternal immune responses can be
avoided by decreasing Th 1 or immune activation [39]. Escalating
local as well as systemic Th -2 immunity along with tolerogenic
Tregs may be a probable method for reducing the pro inflammatory
immune responses.
The cellular homeostatic way that has been preserved markedly,
namely autophagy, breakdown large protein aggregations,
eliminates damaged or exogenous organelles, gets recycling of
nutrients and aids in cell survival at the time of stress [40,41].
In the differentiation and function of T Lymphocytes autophagy
acts in a crucial way. Autophagy remains activated in Tregs and
promotes their lineage stability along with survival fitness.
Genetic /pharmacological changes in autophagy interfere with cell
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survival rate /its metabolism and thus affect tissue homeostasis
[42]. Reduced expression of autophagy correlates with reduced
embryonic formation along with its implantation [43]. Microtubule
-associated protein 1A /1B -light chain 3(LC3), is a soluble protein
which is present in most mammalian tissues. 2 forms of LC3 are
present i) a cytosolic form (LC3-1) along with a lipid phosphatidyl
ethanolamine-conjugated form (LC3-II) which is embedded in both
inner and outer membranes of the growing autophagosomes. This
LC3-II, that represent the phosphatidyl ethanolamine- conjugated
form of LC3-1, that is formed following activation of LC3 is being used
at present as a particular marker for autophagy in view of its action
in the production of autophagosomes [44]. A key role of mTOR,
that represents the master controller of cellular metabolism, was
documented in the control of cellular autophagy [45]. In placenta,
mTOR signaling, had a positive correlation with birth weight of the
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baby [46]. Thus Wang et al. [39] conducted a case control study in a
big reproductive medicine Centre from Feb 2015-july 16.75 patients
with RIF with CE who displayed a ‘’strawberry aspect’’ (Figures
1&2) and 75 women with male factor infertility got included for
this study. Endometrial expressions of IL-17, 1L-10, TGF-β and
autophagy associated molecules, including LC3-II and mTOR
were examined by qRT-PCR Western blot, immunofluorescence
and immunohistochemistry assays. Expression of IL-17 was
significantly > in patients with CE in contrast to women having
male factor infertility, and the expressions of 1L-10 and TGF-β
were significantly <.Further the expression of autophagy (Figure
3) (LC3-II) was enhanced, while that mTORC1 was reduced. Thus,
showing that CE correlates with cytokine milieu moved towards
Th17 over Treg immunity in endometrium via disturbed autophagy
by reduced mTORC1[47].

Figure 1: Courtesy ref no-47 Hysteroscopic finding of chronic endometritis (left) and normal endometrium (right). The focal
hyperemic area allowed chronic endometritis to be diagnosed in a woman with a history of repeated implantation failure.

Figure 2: Courtesy ref no-47-Histological analysis of chronic endometritis (left) and normal endometrium (right). The arrow
heads allowed chronic endometritis to be diagnosed in a woman with a history of repeated implantation failure.
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Figure 3: Courtesy ref no-47 Localization of autophagy in CE and normal endometrium. Localization of autophagy marker
(LC3II) by immunohistochemical staining
a.

and immunofluorescence

b.

(n = 15 for each group). Signs of autophagy are detectable in endometrial stromal samples but not in endometrial glands

Methods of Treatment
A method usually utilized for diagnosis remains the histological
examination of the endometrial biopsy, that is thought to be
the golden standard diagnostic method by most practitioners
currently [48]. But as inflammatory cells are commonly present
in endometrium, to diagnose CE becomes difficult. Utilization of
hysteroscopy might help further by showing micro polyps, stromal
oedema and focal or diffuse hyperemia [12]. Correlation of CE with
eosinophils in the endometrium and utilizing antibody of CD138 for

PC as discussed earlier to have promise to diagnose with > efficacy.
Thus, established criteria for this diagnosis are the need of the hour
for attaining proper diagnosis and thus achieve successful therapy
in time. Therapy of CE depends on using different antibiotics, based
on the type of organism found. These antibiotics are given orally,
and later endometrium is checked again after therapy. One aspect
to be highlighted is that besides the separate antibiotics used
significant differences in dose of every antibiotics used along with
variations in the scheme suggested by each practice is there.

Figure 4: Courtesy [51]
a.
SEM micrograph of endometrial surface from a patient with CE. Note the presence of thick mucus layer (right) containing
debris and red blood cells.
b.

Detail of (Figure4a). Mucus and abundant bacteria are sticking on the microvilli and the cilia of the endometrial.
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Figure 5: Courtesy [51]
a.
Endometrial surface after oral treatment for CE. Note the presence of filamentous mucus (lower) and aggregations of red
blood cells (upper middle).
b.
Detail of (Figure 5a). Fibrinous material with red blood cells (middle) -possibly emerging through diapedesis- and
isolated bacteria (middle and lower right) are seen on the epithelium.

Figure 6: Courtesy [51]
a.
Endometrial surface after intrauterine treatment for CE. The surface appears clean with abundant pinopodes.
b.
Detail of (Figure 6a). Note the presence of fully developed pinopodes and of a small mucus aggregate (lower left).
After antibiotic usage one expects the endometrial receptivity to
improve. But no significant association of any antibiotic usage with
positive IVF outcomes have been documented in literature ending
in a final agreement that oral antibiotic usage does not improve in
vitro fertilization(IVF) outcome [49]. Immune responses that are
found in CE do not get converted to systemic inflammation [50].

Hence the query by Staminodes and their group was then why use a
systemic antibiotic protocol. Thus, in their case series of 3 subjects
who documented multiple earlier failed IVF attempts associated
with CE that was not properly managed earlier were presented.
After first examination in their clinic and confirmation of CE
observations, an oral antibiotic regimen was given on the basis
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of the infectious agent found. On rechecking little improvement
in the microbiological endometrium environment found with
inflammation still persistent (Figures 4-6). Thus, intrauterine
antibiotic infusion was offered as another way. All their patients
became pregnant in a small time period after intrauterine therapy
with one patient documenting a live birth of 2 children while 2
patients still having ongoing pregnancy. Thus, they concluded that
their case series suggests how this method might help in further
infertility treatment related with CE. This line of therapy utilizing
oral antibiotics regimens emphasis on evaluating newer methods
and warrants larger experiment on the role of them clinically. The
method utilized here of intrauterine infusion helped in natural
conceptions in patients coming with earlier RIF with multiple failed
IVF attempts. Thus, this gives an alternative way to the reproductive
endocrinologist for treating RIF needing more probing [51].

Further Cincinelli E et al. [21] tried to evaluate the association
between CE and unexplained infertility. They conducted a
retrospective study on successive subjects sent to their hysteroscopy
department, in view of unexplained infertility. Endometrial
sampling, along with histological test and cultures were done in all
subjects. In case of CE diagnosis, antibiotics were administered, and
that CE had subsided was then evaluated by histological checking.
Their idea was to find the prevalence along with antibiotics
treatment resulting in spontaneous conception in the year after
hysteroscopy. Total 95 women participated. Pooled prevalence of
CE was 56.8%. Resolution of CE following antibiotics treatment
occurred in 82.3% patients, while persistence of disease was
observed in 17.6% patients. Those who had CE cured demonstrated
>pregnancy rates along with live birth rates, in contrast to those
having persistence of disease and women who did not present with
CE diagnosis(pregnancy rates=76.3% vs 20% vs 9.5%, p<0.0001;
live birth rates=65.8% vs 6.6% vs 4.8%p<0.0001).Thus concluding
that CE has high prevalence in unexplained infertility. Diagnosis
and therapy of CE increases the spontaneous pregnancy rates along
with live birth rates in these patients [52].
Zhang et al. [47] Carried out a prospective study with the
aim to check if the prevalence of CE in RIF patients and to find if

intrauterine injection of combined antibiotic with dexamethasone
improved clinical pregnancy results .They utilized a combination
of hysteroscopy along with histology to diagnose CE in subjects
with RIF, and those diagnosed with CE got intrauterine delivery
of the combined intrauterine administration of antibiotic and
dexamethasone. IF prevalence in CE patients were noted, and the
effect of treatment was checked, in the 1st IVF-ET cycle. Of 298
subjects with RIF, 109 subjects (36.58%) were diagnosed as CE.
intrauterine delivery of the combined drugs caused a resolution
of CE in 77.98% of subjects. Following therapy, 85patients with no
signs of CE (Group 2) had a significantly>implantation rate (31.33%)
and clinical pregnancy rates (51.76%) in contrast to both 126 cases
without CE diagnosis (Group1;16.30% and 30.15% respectively)
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and 24 cases with persistence of CE (Group3;14.89%and 25.00%
respectively .The live birth rates in the 1st IVF-ET cycle after
therapy in Group 2 was significantly > as compared to both Group1
and 3 (all p<0.05). Thus, concluding that CE has high prevalence
in RIF patients. This was the 1st report of combined intrauterine
administration of antibiotic and dexamethasone for therapy of CE
as a possible method of treating CE, that could obtain successful
pregnancy results [53].

Conclusions

Thus, we have discussed the best methods of diagnosis of
CE in cases of RIF regarding diagnosis utilizing either utilizing
Hysteroscopic Delphi criteria or the ones suggested by Liu et
al. [53] Utilizing plasma cell density within endometrial stroma
taking 95% of organisms present in the fertile group. Presence of
Lactobacilli in both uterine cavity and vaginal secretions reflects
the best microbial milieu for best implantation rates. Few observers
have found intrauterine instillation of antibiotics/antibiotics with
dexamethasone within uterine cavity gives good spontaneous
pregnancy outcomes although this needs further to be tried in
greater number of RIF patients before it can be used as a standard
method of treatment in cases of RIF with CE in randomized
protocols.
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